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J. B. Lester Becomes
Bank's New Cashier

Butler High Plan
Has State Approval

Guidance Project Will
Start In Business
Places Soon

1. F. Graham Heads
Agricultural Council

Members Discuss Improvement Of Standards Of Living

150 Motorists Get
Tags Repainted Here

;tate GOP To Hold
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3omerset Will Be Site
Of Official Campaign
Opening
-Kentucky

42 States Now For
FDR, Poll Shows

Bob Humphreys Sells
Drug Store Interest

Gallup survey Indicates President's
Strength Growing

Sturgis Fall Festival
Will Open Today
State To Re-Employ
Drafted Workers

Game & Fish Club
Meets Monday Night

oug Had Dough

Tigers Win 20 - 1'8 Thriller
To Open Home Grid Season

Rotary Club Meets
At Christian Church
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KENTUCKY DEMOCRATS
HAPPY IN HARMONY
Kentucky Democrats are happy.
Evidence of this piles up daily at State
headquarters, in Louisville, where the brief
campaign, decided upon immediately after
the Chicago convention, is now'moving along
like a well greased army tank, apparently
destined to sweep all before it November 5.
Democrats in Kentucky are especially
happy this year because, as was freely predicted would follow Keen Johnson's election
as Governor, the party is united as it has not
been in a generation, with all elements pulling together for victory and none of the
leaders holding back anything from full effort to obtain a record majority for Franklin
D. Roosevelt and the whole Democratic
ticket.
Headquarters, while sharing the joy of a
party united and the further assurance of
National Chairman Edward J. Flynn that the
Middle West is for Roosevelt, is insisting
that organization plans in every precinct be
pushed vigorously during the next two
weeks, in order that Kentucky may record
the will of its citizens at the polls in no uncertain fashion on election day.
• Last week, State Campaign Chairman
W. B. Ardery and State Committee Chairman
Tom R. Underwood went to Springfield, Ill.,
to confer with the man who replaced James
A. Farley at the head of the party's campaign organization, and returned full of enthusiasm after having been assured by Mr.
Flynn that a Democratic victory in the Nation is a certainty.
Following publication of the Gallup and
Fortune presidential polls recently, newspaper columnists who, altho working for publishers who want Willkie to win, had not expressed their opinions regarding outcome of
the presidential contest, began letting their
own belief that the GOP cause is lost creep into their syndicated stories; and, while the
metropolitan press and many of the Nation's
most widely circulated magazines still persist
in the made-to-order ballyhoo for Wendell
Willkie, apathy of the public to this billior.
dollar build-up becomes more apparent daily.
The Republican candidate has consistently gone along with the President on almost all New Deal policies, from his acceptance speech at Elwood, Ind., to date. More
recently he agreed with Mr. Roosevelt on his
foreign policies, approving the trade of deetroyers to Britain for airports and urging

is News

that giant bombers be sent to help stem the
Nazi tide of invasion. Thus, he has made the
contest strictly a battle of personalities; and
in this also, he has lost important ground.
And so, while the Democratic campaign
in Kentucky this year is not marked by big
ballyhoo or large cash expenditures, either at
headquarters in Louisville or elsewhere in
the State, the party's leaders and its rank
asand file are enthusiastically it work to
this
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the
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vote
a
sure
State's approval in no uncertain manner on
President Roosevelt's program for the Nation and his handling of the gravest world
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Problems in all history.
-

•

NEW MAYOR HAS
THE RIGHT IDEA
A discussion in a business place of
Princeton last week, to which the Leader
editor was a party, gave every indication the
city's new mayor is anxious to do his utmost
to keep Princeton moving along among the
front runners of Kentucky.
Mayor Lisman had a map, illustrating
how narrow the street is on the east side of
the public square as compared with its
counterpart on the west side of the new
courthouse. Constant traffic congestion on
the narrow street has long interferred materially with business in that block, creating
dangerous hazards to life and property and
making business houses considerably less
valuable than they should be.
This map went with the new mayor to
the temporary courthouse last Tuesday,
where the Fiscal Court was invited to participate in the new plan to give Princeton and
the new courthouse a very considerable boon.
Cooperation was promised after a visit to the
site and a survey of the possibilities there.
Princeton is one of the best towns in
western Kentucky, without doubt. Many of
those who live here believe it is the best
town on earth, bar none. It has an opportunity now to earn increased approval from outsiders and from business folk who come here
by improving the courthouse square, not
only through widening the street, as Mayor
Lisman suggests, but by ending for all time
the outmoded practice of parking coal trucks
and other unsightly and out-of-place commercial vehicles on the north side of the
square, as has been done heretofore.
When the scaffolding comes down and
premises about Caldwell county's new courthouse are cleaned up, the center of Princeton's business district will present a far better appearance than ever before, adding materially to the attractiveness of our town.
Mayor Lisman and the members of the
Fiscal Court deserve the thanks and cooperation of all good citizens for their efforts
to add to improvements here.
Certainly the things suggested can be
accomplished now, much better than later
on; and not to do them immediately will be
evidence that Princeton is not as progressive
as are neighboring Kentucky towns, none of
which has a prettier background against
which to build civic beauty.
•
BREAKING TRADITION
In keeping with the sentiment and
chivalry with which the South so happily
abounds it has been a well established Southern political custom for a deceased public
officeholder's widow to be elected to complete his term, or perhaps to serve the next
term. This has been a tradition With which
few Southersi politicans dared meddle, not so
much through fear that their own widows
some day might not be suitably taken care
of in their hour of bereavement, but because
it has been so deeply rooted in sentiment and
chivalry.
It is noteworthy, therefore, that Mrs.
Florence Bankhead, wife of the late Speaker
William B. Bulkhead, has announced
through the Speaker's brother, Senator John
H. Bankhead. that she would not accept nomination to fill the congressional post of her
distinguished husband. The Democratic nominee will be chosen by the State Democratic
Executive Committee.
Mrs. Bankhead has broken with the
usual tradition. Her display of taste and
judgmennt deserves applause throughout
the South and throughout the country.
(Cincinnati Enquirer)
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS

:ports? Ha-Ha! Of cow.-.:the
passports, Mr. X. They are just
well . . . what you might call •c

By G. M. P.

Pennyriler has been so busy he
hasn't been excited about World's
Series or presidential election ... Read
somewhere recently that a Democrat
thinks FDR is indispensable; a Republican, that FDR is indefensible ...
and both are wrong . • . This about

Banker friend Shell Smith, always
a bulwark to this struggling country
editor, gave me a large print of a
picture last week that may be a hello
. . . It shows a tramp, with typical
ragged raiment and cigar butt . . •
Underneath it are these words: "Yes,

cards'.
"Here is a bona fide membe
card in the Blank-Blank club
course you know what that mea.,

sums up the situation for me, except
that all signs point to an easy win
for Roosevelt and Wallace, so why get

I used to always be the low bidder".

of White House Punks . .

•

Congress Green Room ...

excited?
•
Mayor Lisman is starting like he is
going to make Princeton one of the
best mayors the town ever had ... He
has the best wishes of many good
citizens in his plans to widen the
street on the east side of the courthouse square . . . Here's hoping he
also will keep the north side free of
coal trucks and other hucksters' vehicles, foreign to a progressive city's
center.
•
Last week was National Newspaper
Week . . . Because we had a breakdown in the Leader shop, we couldn't
invite the public to come in and see
how the paper is gotten out . .. Next
year, we hope to have open house and
"a large time for all".
•
Last week's Leader had three different sizes of body type on Page 1,
help having been obtained at the Lyon
County Herald and the Dawson
Springs Progress; but if you read the
paper, we hope you'll agree we didn't
slight the news or the advertisers.
•
Kelsey Cummins phoned the editor
promptly on receipt of his copy of the
Leader last week, to object to editorial
about the draft . . . Kelsey says the
Selective Service Act is "unconstitutional, un-American, irreligious; also,
that we would have been much better
off if we had taken time to get the
men for the National Defense program
by voluntary enlistment.
•
Seems to me George Washington
had to use conscription and so did
Abe Lincoln ... The Selective Service
Act enables all our men to serve in
the place they are best fitted for, gives
none the best of it, brings maximum
efficiency to preparedness effort so
necessary in a world gravely threatened by a "new order" entirely foreign
to the American Way.
•
There may be many who agree with
our good friend Kelsey, for whom
Pennyriler has high regard; but if
Democracy, in any effective form, is
to survive, it must go part of the way
with dictatorships
toward coping
quickly, efficiently and above all,
evince a will to win that will demonstrate to the Axis bosses America is
no weak-kneed. weak minded, ignoramous nation of appeasers.

Necessary for ccuntry newspapers to
maintain job printing plants, and to
do as much job printing as possible,
to piece out revenues, make the payroll and pay other operating Dins . .
But employes of the Leader have
standing orders not to take any jobs
UNLESS A FAIR MARGIN OF PROFIT can be shown for the shop . .
Pennyriler is determined to make the
Leader the best country newspaper in
Kentucky; but cannot do so by selling
job printing and newspaper at less
than living prices.
•
So, if you, gentle reader, are a
price-f(rat-last-and-al1 -the-time buyer, think something CHEAP is best
buy, you won't be a good customer
here . . . Experience teaches cheap
products are worth, usually, less than
they cost ... and that it always pays
to buy something GOOD and to pay
a :air price for it ... That's what we
are striving for here at the Leader ...
And if we do a job that doesn't suit
you, we will be glad to do it over
again, or to have it done in a big
town shop, to get it exactly right for
you. And price will always be FAIR.

•

Washington
Daybook
By Jacz Stinnett
Washington—'S funny thing how
the big government contracts bring
out the racketeers.
This is a true story, but don't ask
me names of places, because it's off
the record and I can go only so far.
Three men—two from Boston, one
from Providence, R. I.—are scouring
the land, knocking on the doors of
those manufacturers who MIGHT get
government contracts. These men
have made no mistake about it, either.
They checked up in advance on
needs and possible supplies. They
have found what way the contract
wind is blowing. Here is a sample of
how they work:
"How do you do, Mr. X. It's a
pleasure. It really is a marvelous plant
You have here. Why,you could produce
things you never dreamed of, Mr. X.
Did you ever think of getting a government contract?
"Well, here's how it is, Mr. X.... In
Washington, we exercise a great deal
of influence We have connections.
"Would you like to see

our

Pass-

X.
"Then here's my card to the C.
Writers' club ... And the Ass
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Get To The Point
The men finally exp.,,... that
are up tot How would you, with
fine factory, like a contract for
fense materials? We can fix it.
won't cost you a penny more th
per cent of your gross contract,
Nine times out of ten, the fa:
owner will say: "All right, Pa:
there's nothing dishonest about
there?"
"Dishonest? Why, my dear f
d
you don't think we would be
anything like that, surely?
brokers
Why, we are simply
surely you know that there are
ers in every business. 00 you
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Farming In Hopkins
Studied By College
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Relief At Last
For Your Cough

;

A MAN KILLING evening fashion—black cidpe dinner dress with
vest and muff of tawny leopard cat. By Jane Derby. Note the discretion cf the lady's jewelry: no spotty ornaments on a spotty outfit. Diamonds are massed round her head in a„pornpadour pin and
disc ear-clips.
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dick; song leader, Martha Satterfield. The next meeiing %vat
be held November 7.
Miss Lavern Lewis honored
ails. John. Eatteraeld. with a
br:dal shower October 3, at the
home of her mother, Mrs. F. A.
Lewis.
Marshall Wallace Hammonds
has enrolled at the Eddy Creek
School. He and his parents, Mr.
and Mrs: Henry Cavanaugh, recently moved into the community.
Mrs. Cline Reddick and MI;.
C B. Satterfield were in Princeton Saturday.
spent
Martin
Mrs. Hugh
Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
Owen Morris.

Young Farmer Sets
Records For Adults
Hog raisers in Washington
county, Kentucky, might well
consult a young man, flak Barber. to learn how to make litters
of pigs weigh a ton or more
when 5 1-2 months old, says
County Agent Troll Young. Ten
cross-bred pigs owned by Young
Barber gained at the rate of 1.42
pounds per pig daily and balanced the scales at 2,348 ponds when
165 days old. Total cost of pasture grain and labor was $5.58

CREOMULSION
.

Test Your I. Q. I

Mat
Mitchel.,
McCracken
county, estimates the Burley he
cut from a one-acre field will
weigh a ton when cured. He has
20 cows and for the past five
years has manured heavily this
small tract. He set his plants
but
early, and used shallow
frequent cultivation.

also ice tea coasters from serpentine paper. At lunch time,
they knocked off only 15 nnnutea and devoted the remainder
of the hour to weaving.
On the Dr. A. G. Elliston farm
in Henry county, a creek recently was straightened. On this job,
a reservoir also was constructed
Clark county farmers have be- with a spillway made of rock
come interested in digging ponds, held together by cement. The
under the supervision of the creek fr.tit was 'surveyed, and
Farm Bureau and of State Col- plans made well in advance.
lege of Agricultural specialists.
Da Gallatin coraaily, a cover
Where ponds have both dam and creep
c-ampsiJi
been
nas
spillway, most of the men plan launched
by farmers. Local
to have permanent sod in the Papers are cooperating, posters
spillways.
have been placed in every comMercer county homemakers munity, and a small series of dein monstrations set up. Demonhave become interested
several crafts, among them loop- strations include Balboa rye,
er clip weaving. At a recent barley, wheat, vetch and Italian
meeting, they made mats, and rye grass.
In Carter county, 1,000 earlyhatched pullets are being prea hundred.
Another litter of 10 Pigs was pared by a dozen poultrymen for
raised by Barber to the weight early fall egg production. The
of 2,164 pounds when 5 1-2 pullets are well started in promonths old. They cost $6.06 a duction now, and are in good
cwt. Rye and alfalfa were used flesh for heavy production ;Suring the high-price egg season.
for the pasture.

CONSCRIPTION is foremost in
the minds of U. S. citizens today as the nation begins building
up the strength of its armed
forces through the draft. Here
are some selective questions about
the selective service.
1. Married men are most likely to be deferred if (a) they were
married before Oct. 1; (b) their
wives write a letter to the President; (c) they can prove their
wives have no other means of
support:.(d) they have an uncle
on the local draft board.
2. Drafted men will receive
training (a) for one year; (b
for three years; (c) until the war
is over in Europe; (d) until the
conscription law is repealed.
3. Which of the following are
the least subject to call under the
conscription law: (a) milkmen;
(b) workers in aircraft factories;
(c) prize fighters;(d) unemployed
men.
4. The number of men to be
selected in the first draft after
conscription registration day is
(a) 1,600,000; (b) 16.500,000; (c)
400,000; (d) 10,000,000.
5. A majority of conscripted
youths will serve in which of the
following branches of the defense
forces: (a) marines; (b) infantry; (c) naval reserve; (d) R. 0.
T. C.
(Answers on Page 7)

It takes a good shoe to please your darky, whether
he's the bootblack who shines them or the valet
who packs them. If yours are Mansfields, his
shrewd eye will approve their looks, his expert hand
will value their leather, but he'll make one mistake:
likely he'll guess you paid a lot more than you did.
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And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at the

ission isn't
ybodY, No

,,it's quiet now, but wait till those delivery trucks start rolling in after 1 unch.They'II
come so fast the shed will be jammed in no
time with everything from crated bath tubs
to cartons of cheese—and every one of 'cm
going to a different place."
"Yes, and they're all in a hurry, too. But let
'cm come. With the system we've got we'll
handle 'ern easy. Every package will be
loaded in the right car and loaded safe.
Most of 'cm will get where they're going
by morning."
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If you can't figure them out blame the cartoonist, Milt Morris, who thought
they would give the political campaign a distinctly lighter touch, if generally
adopted. We think so too. Confidentially, the first says "Willkie for President" in its own inimitable way, and the second "Put Roosevelt in Again."
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We Offer These To The Warring Parties (No
Charge)—,
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Farm women of Henry, Franklin and
Anderson
counties
united for a "style trena" meeting.
A check-up of potash demonstrations In Boone county showed
favorable results in 50 percent
of the testa.
Ttirthretti
.a
Letcher county's tobacco crop
_
. irr I
*/
was Injured ay bad weather, but
/;71,1 111/1
Farr9r/
i
Aa
-tarmers believe proper curing
1;1 1/
./
and stripping may help remedy
the injury.
Ross Martin, Powell countY,
17'
has a tobacco yield estimated at
1,010 lacunas per acre, afair
heavy fertilization.
In Harrison county, 500 ewes
were importea and more are on
order, thotalh the original estimate' was only: 300.
Madison county 4-Hers have
been, concentrating on woodcraft and on producing high.
quality tobacco.
In Harlan county, two-tonper-acre soybean hay crops have
acen produced.
County Agent J. William MicThe function of one member
hael, Knott county, says: ''No
figured at 5 percent.
of a club in Reidsville, S. C., is
lees than 1,000,00o locust seedR. E. proctor, who macle the
to object to every proposal relings soon available tor p.antnudy, noted that profits ingardless of its merit, lest the
ing!"
creased with the amount of
in Anderson county 12 pureThe principal sources of in- livestock. T.he most successful club adopt it too hastily.
bred rams were imported last, come last year on 23 Hopkins farmers were efficient
wrokers,
month, bringing the number to county farms, covered in a farm:and did their work well and at
an all-time high figure.
business analysis report of the the proper time. They followed
William 0. Mays, Lee county, Kentucky College of Agriculture good cropping systems, grew
has corn grown on a ridge by nos:laded an average of $346 cover crops in winter, used
limeimproving methods, surpassing from milk cows, $330 from to- stone and phosphate, and made
the yield elsewhere on rich bo,- bacco, $223 from hogs. $211 from plans over long periods, he reCreemulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
tom land.
beef cattle and S130 from poul- ported .
trouble
to help loosen and expel
A monthly income of $27 from try.
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to
soothe
and heal raw, tender, inegg sales alone has been made
Net earnings ranged hem
bronchial mucous memby Charles Hastie, Montgomery $2,368 to a loss on two farms, Jack Martens of Chicago said flamed
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
county.
with an average of $648, after he was "just having fun" when a bottle of Creomulsion with the unW. N. Hanley, Metcalfe county, all expenses were paid, wages Al- he ripped a policeman's raincoat derstanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
has a litter of pigs weighing 2,- lowed members of the family. and pulled the tail of the cop's to have your money back.
per
pounds
horse,
pounds,
or
223
but
it
0ai2
cost him a $10 fine
anci interest on the investment
and eight hours in jail.
pig.
for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
In Oldham county, rural electric lines are being extended to
six communities serving tsu .arm
families.

Louisville's newest and most cen• trally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will conform to your idea'
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

It's a big job to handle 5000 carloads
of freight a day. It takes about 40
miles of freight cars to carry it. We
do it every day on the Illinois Central,
rain or shine, with methods born of
long experience. The shipper gets
the benefit.
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Information recei v ed this
week from the state AAA office
advised farmers who received
lime under the 1940 ACA program which closed August 31,
to spread the lime before Oct.
SI, according to an announcement from the county agent's
office.
It was further stated that
farmers who have lime should
spread it as soon as possible
since applications for payment
may not be signed until this
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additional payments for use of his products more effectively,
cover crops be earned, but sucn the Marketing Division of the
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Royal Chip Chocolate Graham
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Cakes
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California Girl 2 Large

Peaches No. 21/2 cans
Join The Regulars, Kellog's

lg. pkg.

All Bran

3 lb. pkg.

Kocher Style Pickle

2 lg. jars
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Roast (short rib) lb 121
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(No Rind)

1 lb. pkg.
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Your Dog)
Red Heart (Be Good to

Dog Food 3 tall cans

Quality
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Toilet Tissue 4 rolls
Royale Milled

Toilet Soap 4 lg. cakes

STALEY'S GOLDEN

Syrup 10-lb. bucket

4

STALEY'S CUBE

c

QUALITY MEATS

Bacon

Phone 490
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Peas,

2 lg. qt. Mts.
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Loving Cup, Wonderful Flavor .3

Coffee

jumbo pliz.
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pkg. 1 1
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Flakes
33 Laundry

Neapolitan Sandwich

KELLOG'S

KELLOG'S CORN

Starch
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Surprise! There are JustSeven Kindsof Fla
gly AMY PORTER
Associated Press Fashion Editor
WHO says wuraeues hats are army?
Eve Tartar, analytical hat designer, has figured out that just as
there are only seven basic story plots, so there are only seven basic
plots fur hats. The most talnited designer in the world can do no
more than play variations on the seven themes, she contends.
The sketches at the right show the classic seven—tricorn, toque,
turban, beret, pillbox, brim, calot.
The photographs below ghee/ this season's variations.

t of Increas.
0 to 5.5
6 to 9.9
10 and Over

A true tricorn, George Washing- A variation on the toque, in
It's a turban Without a doubt, The beret is pulled into every
ton style, is tees black diamond sheared beaver. It has the char- but Walter Fite
ell, the designer, sort of shape by whimsical hat
velour designed by Lenore Kroll. acteristic toque dip over. the piles the
drapery high, toque- designers. Here movie actress
It depends for variety on grcs- forehead, but it takes on calot
fashion, and, as a revolutionary Lucile Fairbanks models a black
greet banding and a new-look- traits with a jersey back-ef-thetouch, he makes it cover one ear, felt beret, pulled sideways with
ing masque veil attached to the head cap. A towering toque effect
reveal the other, in absynth green a red velvet band, and fastened
hate
is achieved with the feather.
jersey.
so with a gold clip.
Clemson college military department for a gun to tote in the
R.O.T.C. parades the authorities
were non-plussed. There wasn't
any to fit a 4-foot-4-inch cadet.
But Lightsey himself came to
their rescue when he decided he
would either carry a pistol or
join the band.
Lightsey, who will study animal husbandry, is the shortest
cgdet ever to register at Clemson.

The pillbox often appears unadorned, in classic form, but here
it takes on new glamor with a
tiny braid-trimmed brim, a cluster of mink tails swooping down

Hat with brim—but what a brim
G. Howard Hodge rings a change
in this fundamental hat form
by encircling the wide brim with

Is it a calot ir is it a toque?
Tartar, the designer, safs
both, and typical of this se
Pompadour hats. It combin
baby cap calot with the t
a band of mink. The crown titmal black Persian
lamb
from the crown. Earrings and towers toque-fashim, giving you sack hat a (v.ersl:n of
two classics in one.
necklace are of mink.
q ue 1.

donned their overcoats without
the formality of a hasty shake o.
the mothballs. Several were observed dropping them in downtown gutters.

arrange your schedule to allow Uses Antiques In
Tobacco 10 Years
for club activities? An inactive
Improvement
!Room
On
The Same Land
member gets little for herself
-fawn the club and gives it little.
How antiques and other fur- Odes Proffitt of Monroe c
But When Ile Got There
You don't want to get the re- 1 nOure were used by Mary Louise ty had exceptionally good
tub
His Wallet Was Rare
Associated Press
putation of one who joins clubs I Lynn in the 4-1-1 room improve- co following crimson c:over
It's club meeting time again. just for the sake of adding her ment project is told by Miss barley, and where eight WM
NEW YORK (ii)—A young
TAYLORSVILLE, N. C.
That may mean you're consinr- name to another rcll.
Lame Nance, home demonstra- manure and 800 pounds of
Roxboro, N. C., man who saved
While Deputy Sheriff Will Rufty ing joining
tion agent in
Ureen countw percent phosphate were b
another club. If it
much
You
need
to
know
how
:take) for a World's Fair trip arcast and 100 pounds of 51
was busy cutting a 400-gallon il- rams, there are some things you
money is involved In club memrived io Grand Central Station
An old walnut heel and dresser feetilizer used in the row, to
legal distillery somebody else was ought to consicter.
It's only com- bership. Your budget deserves
to find that someone had lifted
were refinished. The dresser be- acre. This was the 10th co
busy cutting the tires on the mon sense to check up on thins
that much consideration.
Live year in which tobacco
officer's automobile.
his purse.
came
a dressing table when the
like these:
11 you decide the ciub Is what
grown on this land, and Coo
He saw the ,fair and returned
What is the purpose of the you want to add to your life this mirror was removed, refinished Agent Justus
L. Ellis says
home .after a , telegram brought
club? Does that purpose suit your winter, then go ahead. Plan to be and hung on the wall. A barrel is no sign
of disease in the I
LAURENS,
S.
C.
—Sheriff
(A')
help from his father.
ideas, plans and present way of on time at meetings and to at- chair was made and covered
Yields last year averaged 1,
WILMINGTON, N. C. (rP) — A living? Are the members
Later he received through the C. W. Wier is searching for three
likely to tend them regularly. Pay your with rose chintz, the same ma- peunds to the acre,
and Pro
mail a package containing his men who backed an old truck up man reported to police that be congenial according to your dues promptly and cooperate
terial as used in the bed spread. thinks he will get 1.8e) po
someone stole his pants contain- notions? What is the status of
social securtiy card, state driv- to a barn and
with other members in work anti Under the seat is space used for ' this year.
hauled away an
ing a $50 watch and $50 in cash the club in the
er', license, half of his original 800-pound white
community? Does finance for special projects.
storage. A footstool was made
dehorned cow,
while he snoozed on a park it tie up definitely with your inround-trip ticket—everything, In and a 900-pound red
America is a club-conscious from a cheese box and furnished
steer in bench
lin curtains made, and
here.
fact, except the ft2s10.
terests?
broad daylight.
country ahd there's a club to fit with shoe shining equipment. 'It
If you don't carefully go into your tastes. But it's wise to be is covered and lined with rose prints framed and hung.
-o
A Dallas woman, suing for a such queries, you may have head- careful in
Fan Shouislasa Annoy
Taking The Sun
joining.
chintz. The closet to the room
dleorce, said she didn't mind aches and hard feelings later.
A Palieeanate Boys
.
-..-is equipped with rods, shelves,
dollars,
husband
paying her
five
Also, you must know how much
In Mobile, Ala., S. R. Young papered storage boxes and shoe
RALEIGH, N. C.(W)—Add alli- a week for room and board, but
RICHMOND, Va.(11')—Two mowork there Is to being a club was fined $10 for breaking a I bags and racks. Compartments
torists blew their horn persis- gators to North Carolina road she objected to paying for g" member. Do you have the extra window of his cell in the
city I have been put in dresser drawtwitly on Ingrain Avenue. House- hazards. State forest wardens used when she ran errands in time to spare and can you re- jail
'ers. The room was papered, milsholdee R. L. Hubbard warned found a 12-foot 'gator sunning the family automibile. She won
_
himself in the midoie of road her case.
them to desist.
Hest sla,y the hornblowers per- in Green Swanp.
After walking a mile for a
formed again. Patrolman R. L.
galion of gas for his stalled
Huhlaited arrested them. The When Winter Comes
auto, George Zimmerman of
court ettin $.5 each and costs.
SPARTANBURG, S. C(1P) — Superior, Wis., put the fuel in
Cold weather hit this section so the tank of a car belonging to
Work, Not Moonshine,
suddenly that many Spartans scmeone else.
iSelUes Garden Feud
'MEMPHIS, Tenn. (11")—In a
gardening contest designed to
settle the argurnent over the best
time to plant crops, Pete (Light
Of The Moan) Zarzoli defeated
C. F. (Dark Of The Moon) Whitaker, 10 to 2.
Each gardener received a plot
on the Mid-South Fair grounds
and planted the same kind of
seeds. Neither used rertilizer.
Whitaker planted in the dark of
the moon, Zarzoli in the light.
Whitaker got best results with
okra and bush beans, but Zarzoli led with squash, carrots, tomatoes, turnip greens, pumpkins
end sweet potatoes.
Whitaker admitted that hard
work had won for Zarzoli, but
explained that the moon "has
been queerer this year than in
30 years."

,
We are mighty_ proud

In All Male Dimonsiono

of ours for their patronage has been responsible

of

CLEMSON. S. C. (/P) — When
G. Max Lightsey applied to the

With Ilioloncod Springing
Front end Roar, and Improved Shockproof Stowing

Wa4e Lazy Insides
All-Vegetable Way

* 90-H.P. VALVE-IN-HEAD
"VICTORY" ENGINE
* ORIGINAL VACUUMPOWER SHIFT ATN OWIA

Thousands turn to this way to get
relief when they're lazy intestinally
and it has them headachy, bilious,
Irritable, listless: A quarter to a
half-teaspoonful of spicy, aromatic,
sel-orgetahle BLACK - DRAUGHT
ea your tongue tonight, a drink of
water, and there you are! Thus, it
usually allows time for a night's
rest; acts gently, thoroughly next
morning, so relieving constipation's
headaches, biliousness, bad breath.

Pled many mete moonedcoorefe•e, &ahoy end
convoniontir features.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

!e Prevention

Week

Oct. 6-12.

the Bell System', r.,Itcy.

Telephone peopl, .110
stantly at war with tle emcee,
fife, fil.)0d and hurritane They

* LONGER, LARGER,
WIDER FISHER BODIES
With No Draft
V•ntilation

TIER RISKS
REDUCE LOSSES
REDUCE COSTS

The thought of prcpaltdnest
is not new to Bell Ti ii.,hone
workers. In fact, the South's
and the nation's vast tilt:phone
system is what it is tokla mainly because preparedness is one
of the fundamental princirl,,

* THRILLING NEW
BIGNESS

* DE LUXE KNEE-ACTION
ON ALL MODELS

ELAM - DRAUGHT'S main ingredient Is an "intestinal tonic-laxative," which helps impart tone to
lazy bowel muscles. The millions
of packages used prove its merit
Economical, toil: 26 to 40 doses, 25e.

tee press service
8.834
United states gained
This w
from 1930 to 1940
Gen.
, according to the
in American hi-story
ppened because fewer b
——
ttom Leaves..
Agent John H. Ewing,
ates that 2,000 Gieen
fanners are ahead 30,saving
ds of tobacco by
in leaves. At 18 cen
, this would add $5.400
Incomes from tobacco.

It's the longest, largest, most luxurious car the leader has ever built
... with 3" more wheelbase and "three-couple roominess" in all sedan
models ... with dashing new "Aristostyle" design and a new beautyleading Body by Fisher, found only on Chevrolet and higher-priced coral
Parade along the avenue in this sparkling beauty, and you'll attract every
eye ... for the new 1941 Chevrolet Is the smartest car that ever
wore a
radiator ornament ... the Style Car of the United States!
Performance?—even more powerful and even more economical
than
Chevrolet's record-breaking road, action of last year! Riding comfort/—
"the smoothest, steadiest ride of all," with De
Luxe Knee-Action and balanced springing front
and rear on all models!
But, come, you be the judge of the new 1941
Chevrolet! Eye It—Try It—Buy It! See how finely
and faithfully it is designed to be first again in
popular favor and popular demand!
Two-son* color, on all Spacial De

Luse nwelit•—opiloaal at entail arise opal.

are prepared in ads ame to
meet the emergency %. hem:vet
and wherever danger strikes.

Rapidly changing industrial
demands—shifting portilitions
—quick expansions in some
places and contractions at
others —ever-changing problems of supply and demand.are
conditions under which all telephone people arc accustomed
to working.

Years of experience in a ntic.
ipating, planning for and meet.
ing these exacting demands
strengthen the confidence Of
telephone workers in their abil•
ity to provide for the needs of
the South and the nation under
any conditions that may arise.
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'Youth Activities
Play Big Part In
Robinson Festival

How we grew...1930 to 1940

•
The activities of 4-H clubs,
••chools and other orgai.lzations
and institutions interested in
yoath played a greater part in

Fall Meeting Of
Group Will Be Held
At Gilbertsville

ef Incre3S...

0 to 5.5
6 to 9.9
10 and Over
ted Press Service
sited states gained 8.634.835 in popularem 1930 to 1940 This was a 7 per cent
, sect rding to the Census Bureau, the
t in American history. The bureau says
peened beca uae fewer babies were born

. Is It a calot lr is
it a..,
.e Tartar, the
designer,
both, and typical of this
pompadour hats. It
baby cap calot with the
tioeal black Persian lamb
U sack hat a
tversiee of the
qaet.

Bottom Leaves
ty Agent John H. Ewing,
ales that 2.000 Gieen
farmers are ahead 30,ds of tobacco by saving
tom leaves. At 18 cents
d, this would add $5,400
ine(mies from tobacco.

,Tobacco 10 Year'
On The Same
rOdas Proffitt of Umiak
e 'y had exceptionally good
- co following crimson
clew
barley, and where eight
_ manure and 809 pounds
• percent phosphate were
cast and 100 pounds of
• r leetilizer used in the row,
_ acre. This was the 10th e
live year Us which tobacco
.e
grown on this lane, and
Agent Justus L. Ellis sail
1 is no sign of disease in the
• Yields last year averaged
paunds to the acre, and
• • thinks he will get I800
this year.
•
•
d
e.
t iprints framed and hung

SAFETY
11- Ways
PAYS
TIER RISKS
EDUCE LOSSES
REDUCE COSTS
e Proventima Week
Oct. 6---12.

. M.Pool
INS1 RANCE
Inspection Service
Rice in Residence
Jefferson

year's Robinson Harvest
Festival at the Agricultural Experiment Station at Quicksand,
Breathitt county, Kentucky.
Nearly 1,000 4-11 club members
from 15 counties were there.
Blue ribbons were awarded to

thin

Oilbertsville, Oct. 8—The huge
Kentucky Dam, 22 mlies above
the Tennessee River mouth,
largest of the Tennessee Valley
Authority's dam projects, will
attract engineers from throughout Kentucky, Friday, Oct. 11
when the Kentucky section of
the American Society of Civil
Engineers holds its fall gathering
here.

Phone 728

and fewer persons came in from foreign countries. North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma lost more than 300,000 residents altogether, chiefly on account of bad
crops. Many of these went to California, which
aa.ined lA.43 the most of any state

Strictly Fresh
nNE thing about this African
desert warfare. The hett of
battle is always a shade cooler
than the weather itself.
• • •
At last it is clear why Junior
never gets his history lesson. He
explains that he prefers to let
bygones be bygones.
• • •
Then we come upon the puzzled politician, at the outdoor
meeting, not sure whether the
clapping sound is applause or
mosquitoes.
• • •
What G eorge Washington
would do if alive today is open
to the imagination. But if Paul
Revere were to repeat his midnight ride, he'd probably be
picked up for disturbing the
peace.

champion clubs and club members In each county, at a mass
meeting of Eastern Kentucky
ycuth.
Folk games, directed by Prof.
Frank Smith of Berea College,
attracted nearly 100 young men
and women from Breathitt county high school. Hazel Green
academy, Hindman, Homeplace,
Glen Eden, Highland Institute,
Alvan Drew academy, Lee's
Junior College and Stuart-Robbison school.
The best singer of ballads was
Virgie Robinson of Guerrant,
with Thomas Little of Hindman
second. Top honors in a two-day
horseshoe pitching contest went
to Elbert Fugate of Lost Creek,
with Ralph Smith of Lost. Creek
second.
Exhibits included farm crops
livestock, foods, home furnishings, fruit and vegetables and
by Berea College, Hindman Settlement School, Homeplace Corn-

They will be guests of TVA
engineers engaged in construction at the dam, and arrangements for a tour of inspection at
the site are being made by G. P.
Jessup, project manager, and J.
B. Hays, construction engineer.
Plans call for an address by Col.
T. B. Parker, of Knoxville, Tennessee, TVA chief engineer.

The project, to be completed
in 1945 at a cost o: $95,000,000,
will create a reservoir extending
185 miles through western Kentucky and western Tennesee to
Every Whitley county club the Pickwick Landing Dam, thus
forming a north-south waterway
member who borrowed money to
almost four times the length of
repaid.
buy seed potatoas has
the Panama Canal.
Williamsburg Rotary club ar.1.1
Engineers point out, that the
Corbin Kiwanis Club members
g
furnished the funds. Fifty-four dam, 8,700 feet long includin
g
club members grew approxi- navigation locks, and requirin
,
mately 1,000 bushels of potatoes, 1.125,000 cubic yards of concrete
to
and won first on Cobblers at the woli form a basin large enough
hold 6,100,000 acre-feet of water,
Kentucky State Fair.
ih about a fourth of this
Madison county's club band permanently stored behind the
furnished music at the Kentucky darn to provide year round naviState Fair, directed by J. M.i gation and the balance reserved
Drake, assistant county agent. for flood control in the Ohio and
This band also played at the Mississippi river basins.
dedication of a Kentucky River
bridge, at the District Fair at
, Lexington and at the Bluegrass
camp.

Kentucky 4-H
Club News

AP Feature Service
YOU fall brides on economy
bent can let Fifth Avenue have
its $200 dresses.
If you know how to sew, you
can whip up a smart trouseau
for $10.
Such a trouseau, made up by
the Traphagen School of Design,
is on display at the New York
World's Fair.
Wedding dress becomes evening gown following the
cermony,
aster a few adjustments.
1 Union county club campers
The United States Department
A sports dress becomes an afenjoyed a new type o: activity— of Agriculture announces that
ternoon frock with addit!on of
making picture frames, at low Union county, Kentucky,
cost and of almost professoinal in April, 1923, became the first an apron.
Here's how it's done:
calibre. Also tried this year county in the United States to
1. Wedding gown. Nine yards
1. Married men are most like- I under expert super islon was the be entirely free of scrub and
ly to be deferred if (c) they can teaching of water sports.
taffet, A1.15; zipper, .25; thread
the
out
kept
has
bulls,
grade
other
no
prove their wives have
.10; lace, .10; veil, .45. Panties
means of support.
A conference at Montreat, N. scrubs and grades ever since."
bra made from material left
2. Drafted men will receive C., of the General Assembly Di. C. D. Lowe of the Depart- and
from gown. Total cost, $4.05.
training (a) for one year.
recently
attendure
ment of Agricult
Mission group was
2. Evening gown. The wedding
. 3. (b) Workers in aircraft fac- Home
Breathitt county visited Union county, to see if
minus veil and jacket. No
tories are least subject to call for ed by several
gown
kept
home
stockraisers there had
theirs is an industry vital to de- 4-frets and the county
al cost.
addition
had
s
1 agent. More than 200 delegate faith. He found that farmers
tense.
3. Sports dress and coat. Nine
4. (c) 400,000 men will be se- watched the club members put not forgotten their five years'
yards rayon, .89; two and onelected in the first draft.
1 on several typical demonstra- battle to rid the county of in- half yards wool, $2.10; three coat
5. (b) The infantry division of
stock.
ferior
arts.
home
of
large
tions
buttons, .10; coat thread, .10;
the army will receive a
members
Christian county
number of the conscripts.
dress thread, .10; dress buttons
Mr. and Mrs. Ras Barovich of made of cloth pieces; Petticoat,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., settled a dis- .39. Total cost, $3.66.
4. Afternoon frock. Three yards
pute over the naming of their
twinns, arising from their dif- rayon print, $1.05, plus sports
ferent political views by naming dress. Total cost. $1.05.
5. Play suit and bathing suit.
one boy Wendell Delano and the
Five yards blue cotton, .70; butother Franklin Wilkie.
Total cost, $1.23.
This is it, girl's wedding gown
held their annual camp at Huff- tons, .20; jersey panties, .33.
man Mills, where boating, fish- from a 510 trousseau.
ing, and swimming were possible. They took along a radio to
provide music to accompany
their meals. In the recreation
period, boxing and softball were
taught.
In Warren and Barren counties, 10 clubs arranged and
carried out picnics for their
families. There was a total attendance of 547 persons at the
picnics. Club members assumed
responsibility for refreshments,
recreation and brief speeches.

to do himlia

TELEPHOIE
SOUTHER n BELL C010115
RAD TELEGRAPH

mun1ty Center, Owsley couritl,
the Recreation Council of Jack-.
son, the Breathitt County Health
Department, the Farm security
and Agricultural Conservation
administrations, by homemakers'
and 4-H clubs, and by the Robinson Experiment Substation.

Union County Keeps
Free Of Scrub Sires

NEWFAIRBANKS-MORSE
AUTOMATIC COAL BURNER
at a Sensational New Low Price!
On Easy Terms.
NO EXTRAS TO BUY—NO LABORIOUS FIRE TENDING
... NO LOOSi: ASHES TO CARRY OUT

NOTICE'
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Attractive Mary Garrison of
Flora, Ind., chosen queen of Indiana's October Corn Festival,
poses with an armful of het
tasty subjects.

Formula 0. K 20 vas originated
by a Pyorrhea Specialiet of national
reputation.
the
;Formula 0. K. 20 Is woad in
treatment of bleeding, lore t•nder
pus pockets or of gums
rums,
beginning to recede, senetik• teeth,
gum boil..
Rasy to apply. Curs In results.
teeth
Formula 0. K. $O saves your
Sr no coat.

Walke

ic Coal
•Now you can have FAIRBANKS-MORSE Automat
Burner heat! Talk about 1m/tic/Measure it in the comfort this
rising
early
new automatic coal burner brings you. No more
carry
to start the furnace fire. No more mountains of ashes to
the
out2No more smoke, soot, and dust scattered all over
each
house by hand-firing methods. You build only one fire
ble,
heating season— it never goes out. You get comforta
even, healthful room temperature regardless of weather
schanges. And you DON'T pay a premium for Fairbank
LESS
Morse Automatic Coal Burner heat Many users report
FUEL COST than with handfiring?
hours—regardInstallation can be completed within a few
ed autoless of weather. Come in and see this new low-pric
be
matic coal burner. Then ask yourself why you should
you
nursemaid to a furnace fire another single day ... why
should pay more for automatic heat.

B.N. LUSBY
Phone 88

Drug,Store

A NEW D-X—Higher than Ever in Anti-Knock
Plus Upper-Cylinder Lubrication
X-tra road
NEW 1NX, with higher •nti-knock, provides
and mileage. In
performance ... more power, op-ed of
upper.
correct
e
advantag
the
offers
addition, it
under a
cylinder lubrication. Try NEW 1.1-X today..,
station.
D-X
Diamond
any
at
...
e
Money-Beek Guarante

TINGY!"
EIS JUST •ILIGHT-S

Lamp Is a Mazda
711THED NEEDS In His
of Light for
Plenty
Hint
Big Enough To Give
Paper....
g
Evenin
Seeing When He Reads the
and Complain
Scowl
rt He Won't Squint and
Nervous Headache
Much About Eye-Strain or
of
best illumination
en you read or sew or study, the
flood
a
need
you
that,
se is sunny daylight. Lacking
tree of
diffused as to be
odem electric illumination so
s.
shadow
e and sharp contrasting
in LE.S. Lamps
of sufficient size
correct shape..
using Mazda bulbs
the
of
light-diffusion bowls and shades
that for
means
This
get the next best thing to daylight.
easier
assures
light which
inga and dark days you have
-strain.
eye
less
g • • .. Legs "eye-work" ....
bulbs
with new Mazda
)
v—ris all your empty lampatsockets
at your dealer's
or
store
our
Protier size (see size chart
horne.
at
s
evening
he ready for those cosy winter

BUY MAZDA
BULBS NOW!

End "sooket-robbing" at
your house by keeping
of
on hand • supply
kfasd• bulb. in various
•Mes.They nowcost lees,
yet they give you longer
service than ever.

COMPANY
KENTUCKY UTILITIEDS
INCORPORATE

TION
MID.CON11NENT PETROLEUM CORPORA

0/h,'

Mir. Man

re lhendreds

ad/n(1/y 01/ • • •

'But Refined' ONE STEP FURTHER
'COMPANION

PRODUCT

TO

D -X

U.

isoNnes.
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Births Two To
One Death In
State Last Year

Old Kentucky Home
L ea ds Shrines In
1940 Visitors

Heart Disease To p s
Causes; Low Records S e t By Typhoid, Diphtheria
Births exceeded deaths by
more than two-to-one in Kentuoky during 1939, according to the
annual vitabstatistics report of
the Kentucky Department ot
Health. released Saturday.
There were, during the year,
00,982 biz-Qv:, exclusive of 1,966
stillbirths, and 29,437 death..
In the previous year, 1938, there
were 461 more births and 30
mcre stilibirths, but 82 fewer
deaths, the report stated.
For the state as a whole, according to the report, the total
death rate for 1939 was 10.4 per
1,000 population, or .5 per cent.
higher than in 1938, and the
birth rate was 21.5 per 1,000, or
.9 per cent, higher than in
1938. The six leading causes of
death for 1939 (as for 1938), and
the number of victims of each,
were: Heart disesase, 6,163;
cerebral hemorrhage, 2,977; cancer, 2,297; .pneumenia, 2,070;
tuberculosis, 1,990, and nephritis, 14863.
The state report revealed that
there was an increase in the
number of deaths resulting from
such "old-age" diseases as heart
ailments, cerebral hemorrhage
and cancer, but a decrease in
the number resulting from such
communicable diseases as pneumonia, whooping cough, diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles
and typhoid fever. However,
there was one smallpox death in
1939, as compared to none the
previous year.
Increases were reported in the
-death rate from influence, from
25.1 per thousand -in 1938 to 33.7
in 1939, and an increase in the
rate from poliomyelitis from
1.0 to 1.3.
All-time kW-records were established in the death rates
from diphtheria and typhoid fe-
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FOR QUALITY FOODS
Pure Hog

LARD
lb. e%
'9' carton Z C
50 lb. Tin 3.25
A

0C

BOYS' and GIRLS' Coat or
Slip Overs--Button--or Zipper fasteners -- Plain and U CiC
Fancy Weave

Cthers to $2.4C
-,..,....--,....,..
,

.,.--,..,
i ••
ff

4

v
95 ,N,
k ,,

Leather

JACKETS
Cape Skins -- Calf or Genuine Front
Horse Hide Sateen or Wool Lined

A'

Nk

4
" 4//y

,

,
Ni

6" to 10"
/

Finkel s Fair Store
"Where Your $$ Have More Cents,"

39

Bokar 2-1b. 3

Red Circle 2-lb. 33c

CHERRic

DR
J

N2Iedc
itiam
n No.

livivJPITFED

Sparkle Gelatin Desserts 4 pkgs.
pkg. 1
Shredded Wheat
7
Tall 5.

Tomatoes Evap Milk ()cans
New Pack
Layer
each

4No.s225c

Mrs. Press Blackburn was
hostess to the Fidelis Class of
the First Baptist Church, Friday
evening, Oct. 4.
The following officers were installed: Mrs. May Morris, president; Miss Minnie Crowder, first
vice president; Mrs. F. P. °Iannini, second vice president; Mrs.
Frank Pickens, third vice president; Mrs. Vera Morse, secretary
and treasurer; Mrs. Harriette B.
Terry, assistant secretary and
reporter.
During the social hour music
and contests were enjoyed and
Mrs. Sallie Dorr, faithful member a: the class far a number of
years, was presented with a
purse. Mrs. Dorr will leave this
l
, week for Oklahoma to spsnd the
. winter.
I Luncheon was served to the
following membres: Mesdames
John Eison. Harriette B. Terry,
F. P. Glannini, C. E. Bromley,
Frank Pickens, F. B. Blackburn.,
Eugene Young, Major Qulsenberry, Rudolph Lane, Roy Rowland, J. S. Steinbaugh, H. W.
Morse, Claude Anderson, Vera
Moise, CI, Hamer Brown, Sallie
Dorr, V. E. Nuckols, John Herron, Susie Wylie, May Morris, J.
H. Shuttlesworth, R. D. Leech,
Press Blackburn, Misses Minnie
Crwader, Ona Nuckols, Otie Elson, Seth Stephens, Birch Cummins, and Emma Morse.

Cake toasted almond
Butterfly Rolls, pastry

FLOUR

Cans

Pork & Beans

4 22 oz. 29c
can

Suitnyfield

24BLba.g 59

Family

ROLL BUTTER 2-lb.
FRESH EGGS 2-doz.

Iona

PRESERVES 38

OZ. 38R825

Soda Crackers Ham ptons 2-lb. box 1
10-lbs.4
Navy Beans
1.6

Daily Egg

Scratch

Feed

100-lb. Ci
r
bag 4 10,0J
Popular Brand

• Plus tax
•
• •

•
•
•

I.z
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PEACHES
Bob White Syrup 5-1b. pail
Candy Bars Sc varieties
Amiz -BIT 3 for I
2151
43
CHEESE
1011aZ,Tns2 1

MO
EL-

BRICK

Ann Page Vinegar 2 qt. bottle
Tuna Flakes, Sultana, can
1808woomaciamwoomogwiwoom..........0
PRODUCE
Pure Gold Oranges, large size doz.
lb. 0
California Tokay Grapes
Yellow Onions
10-lb. bag 1
3
Concord Grapes 12 qt. basket
5-1b.
Cabbage, Firm Heads
N•••••.%N.%%%%%%% N••

1611,1r0.
NA••••
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Fresh Pork Shoulder Roast
All Good Sliced Bacon
Bologna or Franks
Pure Pork Sausage

Homemakers Schedule
Fri. ,Oct. 11, EddyvIlle Road,
2:00 p. m., Misse.s Alta and Cyrena Gresham, hostesses.
Tues., Oct. 15, Otter Pond, 1:30
p. m., Mrs. W. P. Crawford, hostes-s.
Wed., Oct. 16, Crider, 1 -30 p.
m., Miss Grace Adamson, hostess.
Thurs.. Oct. 17, Friendship,

COFFEE ez 16.

Ann Page

• Cigarettes
• Carton 4 e%

i, /,,,,,'

8 O'CLOC
Americas No. 1 fij laag

Fidclis Bib!. Clas;

>„

)1

11 LESS..

Army Enlistments •
Set AU-Time High

•
CATSUP
• 14 oz. 44
• Bot.
I IC

Mens' Wool Jackets -- Solid
Color W it h Contrasting
Trim
32 oz. All Wool
Heavy Novelty Jackets
ZIPPER Opening

1

•

United States Army enlistments in Ohio, Kentucky, West
Virginia and Indiana set an alltime record for- September, Ccionel S. G. Talbott, Adjutant
General, announced today at
Fifth Corps Area HeAciquarters,
Fort Hayes, Columbus, Ohio.
Enlistments in all arms and
car, while the number of deaths
services totalled 4,809 compared
from pneumonia was the lowest
with July's 4,255 and averaged
in 18 years and the number from
192 for each wtrking day in
measles was the lowest in six
September.
years.
Colonel Talbott disclosed that
Deaths from suicide totaled Dr. Albert Einstein, famed Ger- enlistments for the present pre290 and from homicide, 432, man exile scientist, is shown paredness requisition came withboth slightly lower than in taking oath of allegiance as he in 84.4 per cent. of filling the
1938, while deaths from acci- became a U. S. Citizen at Tren- Corps Area's current recruiting
ton, N. J.
dental drowning increased from
quota of 10,594. He added that
134 in 1938 to 224 in 1939.
up to Octiper.1, total of 1,653
vacancies -remained open in the
Infantey, pavaley, Field Artillery, Air lorpte Quartermaster
Corps, Me ical De.partment.
Corps of tngineers, Signal
Ladies - Misses - Chiklrens
Corps and Orrinance Department
which would be filed rapidly.
Coat or Slipover
An additional 278 vacancies in
many different branches in Hawaii and Panama a;so were announced today by Colcnel Talbott. He said that detailed information may be obtained at
-...• r.
I -.me
any Army Recruiting off.ce.

90

Game and Fish
that while there is no charge lot tive Association IS in
• ri
26
wild
turkeys,
visiting the State parks and
statement issued by II,
Thrines, entrance fees are reBrown, Director of
quired for museums and ce,rtain of Game and Fish. thij
areas-such as My Old Kentucky
The turkeys, IA hich A
Home and the immediate falls ehased by the
Diyi
area at Cumberland Falls Park. lberated on
1,500.4
Mammoth Cave National Park of timherland in
is operated separately from by D. H. lli, liii,&till
i:.011,
State Parks. Neither the Suite officer, who :5a, sst„i,
nor
the
Divieien
Mammoth
Park
Liberation le
ether',
Cave Operating Corn mittee eal gain«
clul,
makes a record of visitors.
State parks n ow embrace
Recovers From injury
some /,005 acres with 49 permaIn Softball Game
nent em oyes and a total of 91
during the tourist season. The
Miss Martha Rose Li
annual legislative appropriation
fur state parks is $41,000, anii who was injured by a so
receipts from hotel leases, other Cobb High silty,' fair tv
eoncessiorts and admissions"Was ago and was in a semic
$52,698 during the fiscal year state for several days, is
ended last June 20. During the i trig satisfactorily. ,The
current calendar year to Sep- coma was repelled to
tember 1. total park receipts suited from a blood clot
i from the blow on her t
amounted to $45,865.

rxxxxxx:Doonamona=xxxxxxxxxx..4

Volunteers In Fifth
Area 84.4 Percent
Of Quota

n0

-

(ti
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By Mrs.Mallory Porter
Mrs. Hinfrey Croft, Cobb
Route 1, is seriously ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gardner
were here on business Saturday.
Several ladies from the Cobb
Homemakers Club attended the
annual meeting at the Expertmentment Farm, Princeton, Oc, I
ober 2.
Mr. Hugh Newsom is improving slightly from his illness.
Mrs. Lela Boyd, Wallonia, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. V. T.
White.

Ladies & Misses All Wool
New Novelty Weaves All
Sizes

..

I

Einstein Becomes
American Citizen

Cobb News

..--

,
4 --'
,

,,0:411:,,
:01r
51

11:30 p. m., Mrs. J. E. French,
hostess.

SWEATERS

.

•

More than 1,000,000 persons
visited Kentucky parks thia
year, accirding to what State
Park Director Bailey P. Wootton cabs a conservative estimate.
The total is 100 per cent. increase over his e4imate of four
years ago. Since then the State's
park system has been extended.
Wootton's estimate was based on
paid admissions to shrines in
principal parks and on reports
from park caretakers.
My Old. Kentucky Home at
Barcistownqed the State shrines
in popularity .tith 50,081 paid
admissions betWeen January 1

The Farmers National Bank float in the recent Tobacco Festival parade was typical of the patriotic of the day, with its shield bearing the title of the new song which has swept the Nation,
'God Bless America". It didn't win the pri:e but it carr.ureti tte popular fancy all the route o:
the paraciiikin

26 Wild

Turke
and Cumberland Falls with 65,- Sent
Tourist Trade Shows 822
To Estill
paid achniaaiorus topped the
park's.
Frankfort, Oct.
Big lump in State
Director Wootton explained Canty

Bank's Float Reflects Popular Spirit of the Times
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